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Ticket to Heaven 
Although Ticket to Heaven is not the 
great English Canadian masterpiece 
we've all been dreaming of, it is a pow
erful, and on the whole, well-crafted 
film. Based on a moving, revelatory book 
called Moonwebs by Josh Freed, the 
first half chronicles the breakdown, con
version and indoctrination of David 
(whose name was Benji in Freed's ac
count), a young Montreal teacher (played 
by Nick IVIancuso) into an insidious and 
political religious cult. The second half 
of the film explores the process where
by his family and friends, led by his 
comical buddy, Larry (Saul Rubinek), 
kidnap and deprogram him, reclaiming 
him to the real world of individuality, 
healthy skepticism and personal, sel
fish love. 

Ticket features the whole cast, and 
the performances are excellent. Clear
ly, everyone who worked on it was in
spired by the commitment and enthusi
asm of director Ralph Thomas, and the 
film resonates with his personal indig
nation against, and understanding of, 
the phenomena of cults. 

One certainly comes away from Ticket 
with a heightened awareness of the 
techniques, motives, and powers which 
characterize certain cults; however, the 
audience remains outside of David's 
sleepless nightmare. Thomas's approach 
is to make his 'Heavenly Children" look 
and sound consistently ridiculous or 
sinister. 

While David is being repelled by the 
experience, we share his discomfort, 
and we identify with him. However, we 
lose sympathy entirely during the pro
cess of conversion, because our skepti
cism is not subverted and broken down 
along with his. Instead of being dravi^n 
into the moonwebs which trap David, 
we become more and more incredulous 
and angry, alienated from his subjec
tive experience. 

One feels that Thomas intends to 
break the audience down, and he suc
ceeds. The film captures perfectly the 
physical effects of acute psychic stress. 
Mancuso's performance powerfully ex
presses the experience of Benji as repor
ted by Josh Freed : "My head felt like it 
was splitting open from the pressure, as 
though something inside me were swol
len and about to burst. I was overflow
ing with anger, tension, confusion, fear. 
A voice inside me was saying, 'You've 
got to get out of here, Benji!!" When 
David tries to run away, our subjective 
experience of his existential claustro
phobia is so excruciating that we also 
want to get up and run out of the 
theatre. 

Having been brought to this condi
tion, however, it is impossible for the 
audience to accept the fact that David 
surrenders himself and stays. The prob
lem is that we are never encouraged to 
identify with the soul-searching experi
ence into which David is seduced in the 
two days prior to his breakdown. Josh 
Freed's sympathetic account of Benji's 
descent illustrates the weakness in 
Thomas's script. Freed explains how 
they pressured Benji into a deep emo
tional conflict, and in a long, warm, 
night-time conversation an older mem-

• "Lost to himself," David (Nlci< Mancuso) gets 'guidance' from Ruthie (Kim Cattrall) 

ber of the group actually got him to iden
tify the lost values of his dead grand
father with the values of the cult. The 
ideal specific memory appeared to him 
- his patriarch who would not tolerate 
hypocrisy, the wise man of the syna
gogue - and in a shock of seeming recog
nition, Benji imagined he had found his 
monastic community. This essential per
sonal aspect of the process is not devel
oped in the film. Remaining outside of 
David's head, we can't begin to under
stand what key the cult leaders use to 
unlock his skull. 

In the film, when David tells the 
group, and us, about the death of his 
grandfather, we see it as the brief con
fession of a young atheist stud, without 
any texture of memory or the deep-run
ning current of desire which was really 
tapped to flow into the eager embrace of 
the group. 

Tfiis is the extraordinary thing about 
cult indoctrinations. They are a sophisti
cated blend of B.F. Skinner's behaviour
ism (as David realizes early on) and mill-
enarist passion, but they really seduce 
by engaging the sympathy of the recruit 
through the most profound personal 
associations. In Ticket we are never 
allowed to feel or imagine the value and 
hope which recruits get when they're 
inside the experience. We doubt and 
cringe, while David lets his guard down 
and unburdens himself about his casual 
morality, disintegrated home, situation 
ethics, and atheism. He becomes com
pletely alienated from his past, and 
from us. 

A much more subjective approach to 
this material would have been truer, 
more intense drama. The view from out

side is frustrating. Whereas in the actu
al 'one last lecture', Benji felt the "sheer 
weight" of his opponent, we see in the 
movie only its sugary fascism. The cult is 
a force because of its brainwashing 
techniques and the grteed of its leader, 
but it is also a force because it professes 
many of the moral imperatives shared 
by millenarist religious movements 
throughout history. 

David identifies the cult depicted in 
Ticket with the power and vrisdom of 
his grandfather, but the de-program
mer, Link Strunk (played brilliantly by 
R.H. Thomson), forces David to recog
nize the cult's narrow dogma of self-
righteous Utopia, and to admit to the 
hypocrisy of selling flowers for God, 
tickets to heaven. Strunk is the perfect 
Lucifer figure - gaunt, arrogant, red
headed. It is an understanding of what 
he has to say about the^cf of suffering 
in the world, regardless of ideology, that 
frees David. 

The conversion of an individual into a 
follower of a false Messiah has less to do 
with heroin addiction or cult fanaticism 
than it has to do with personal, emotion
al and spiritual crisis. This is the key 
element which Thomas chose not to see 
as seminal to the story. Thomas rejects 
too forcefully all the implications of 
Benji/David's subjective experience. 
Instead of dealing with the actual 
pseudo-religious breakdown, he cen
sors it from the script as if he is afraid 
that vulnerable audiences might get 
confused, and go join a cult. Originally, 
Ticket was 40 minutes longer than the 
released version ; perhaps it contained 
some of this understanding. However, 
Thomas has explained that his own 

fundamentalist missionary backgrounc 
made the whole thing an ordeal foi 
him. Perhaps he had to maintain a 
critical distance from David's conver
sion, and wasn't able to bring himsell 
or the audience to identify with him, 
preferring instead to shift our sympathy 
over to the uncomplicated determina
tion of Larry to rescue his friend. 

A touch of the artistic freedom which 
Ken Russell indulged in his dazzling, 
irreverent and grotesque movie, A/(ered 
States, would have done Thomas a lot ol 
good. The night after Benji succumbed, 
he awoke to a vision of a blinding 
soothing white light. This is the kind of 
potent, ambiguous image which would 
have added subjective depth to Ticket. 

Thomas's conclusion, and Benji's real-
life experience, is that basic personal 
love is the primary value which must 
bind people, the reality which puts the 
lie to the cultists' "love bombing." But 
the ideal order, the mythical dimension 
which they claim to offer, is not 
represented sufficiently by something 
on the side of David's family in the film. 
At the point of crisis David is driven to 
the brink of the most acute anguish : it is 
a nausea, not unlike the state of torment 
which artists and madmen sometimes 
reach. At that moment the Heavenly 
Children carefully wrap the smothering 
blanket of their intense community 
around him, and he is lost to himself 

Ticket to Heaven is an important 
piece of work with a serious message 
tempered by some nice comic relief It 
could have been a masterpiece, had it 
not been shackled by a basically reac
tionary attitude to religion, and had it 
not been directed from an uncomfort
able seat on the fence between objective 
reportage and dramatic art. 

Chr i s topher Lowry • 
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